Purpose: To report our experience of dosimetric comparison of IPSA and manual plans, with a focus on the use of help structures (HS) during optimization.
Purpose
The use of inverse planning algorithms in external beam therapy is an established procedure and widely accepted in the clinics, while in brachytherapy, it is still in the investigational stage, not well accepted, and practiced as yet. Traditionally, in intracavitary brachytherapy, standard loading patterns were used without any optimization, which produced excellent clinical results [1] . Later on, with the introduction of remote afterloaders, standard loading or manual optimization methods were employed which continued to produce similar or better results in terms of local control and toxicities [2, 3] . Manual optimization allows the user to change the dwell weights manually or drag the isodose lines using a mouse such that the target coverage is adequate with maximal sparing of OARs. It is a trial and error method where the user has to keep changing the dwell weights until an optimal solution is met. Although it is a time consuming manual process, the dose distribution had the typical quality that did not deviate very much from the standard loading pattern. The traditional pear shaped dose distribution was maintained, except for a few minor changes that improve the target coverage and OAR sparing. On the other hand, the inverse optimization is based on mathematical algorithm where clinical objectives are defined as mathematical equations, the optimal solution is then obtained by minimizing the objective function through an iterative process. The use of inverse planning is popularized with its application for prostate brachytherapy [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] .
The use of inverse optimization algorithm in cervical cancer brachytherapy has been reported [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] . Although successful in prostate brachytherapy, its use in GYN brachytherapy is still not common, due to various issues which have been reported. Chajon et al. [16] reported that a large variation of dwell times was observed with IPSA for tandem ovoid application and suggested the use of help structures to reduce the variation. Further it was reported by Trnkova et al. [19] that Hybrid Inverse Planning Optimization (HIPO) algorithm produces plans without high dose regions for both T/R and Vienna applicator and concluded that modulation restriction, which is used in HIPO plays an important role in obtaining a distribution, without much of heterogeneity as compared to IPSA. A recent study by Mavroids et al. [20] for prostate brachytherapy investigates the use of modulation restriction and concludes that modulation restricted optimization gives similar results as compared to optimization without modulation restriction; however, it may slightly improve the dose distributions.
Hence, it appears that there are a few issues with inverse planning used especially in intracavitary brachytherapy, which need to be clearly understood how to perform it under various situations and how much the result deviates from the clinically acceptable standard, i.e. the standard loading pattern or manual optimization, before implementing into clinical practice. We recently purchased a commercially available inverse planning algorithm (Inverse Planning Simulated Annealing -IPSA) for our clinic. As part of the commissioning process, we carried out a detailed study comparing the dosimetric outcome of plans generated by IPSA with manual optimization. To study the effect of modulation restriction we made IPSA plans with and without help structures for two types of applicators used in our clinic which are the tandem/ovoid (T/O) and Vienna applicators.
The purpose of this study is to report our experience while we objectively compared the dosimetric outcome of IPSA, with the focus on the use of help structures during optimization for T/O and Vienna applicators.
Material and methods
The data of thirty three patients who underwent MR Image based HDR intracavitary brachytherapy for cervix cancer was selected for this retrospective study. There were eleven IIIB, fourteen IIB, two IIA and one IB2 patients. A dose of 50 Gy was given as external beam radiotherapy dose. Out of 33 patients, 23 patients were treated with intracavitary approach (I/C) using Nucletron standard T/O CT/MR compatible applicators with tandem lengths of 5 or 6 cm and ovoid diameters of 2 or 1.5 cm. Ten patients were treated with combined intracavitary and interstitial approach (I/C + I/S) with Vienna applicator [21] . All patients were transferred to the MRI scanner soon after completion of the application in operation theatre. The inhouse built MRI dummies filled with water were inserted in the catheters to visualize central tandem, ovoid and ring in the scans. T2 weighted fast spin echo MRI scans (GE, Signa, Excite, 1.5T ® ) were obtained in the axial, coronal, and sagittal orientations. The scans were taken with 3 mm thickness and 0 mm spacing. These scans were transferred to the Oncentra contouring workstation (Nucletron, Netherlands ® ) where high risk clinical target volume (HR CTV), bladder, rectum and sigmoid were contoured in accordance with GEC ESTRO recommendation [22] . Direct applicator reconstruction was carried out on the MR images using multi-planner reconstruction [23] . The dose computation algorithm was based on TG 43 as recommended by the American Association of Physicists in Medicine (AAPM) [24] . Treatment planning was carried out with the PLATO Sunrise planning system (Nucletron, Netherlands ® ).
Three plans were generated for T/O and Vienna applicator: manual optimized plan (MOPT), IPSA without help structures (IPSA_woHS) and IPSA with help structures (IPSA_wHS). Prescription dose of 7 Gy was used for these three plans.
MOPT
MOPT plans were generated by applying manual optimization to the standard plan which was based on Fletcher standard loading system. Manual optimization, also called graphical optimization, was done by altering dwell times/dwell weights or by dragging the isodose lines using mouse in MRI images. The dwell positions outside the HR CTV were not switched off during manual optimization to retain the pear shaped distribution. The dwell positions contributing to the coverage was increased and the dwell positions contributing to the dose to OARs were reduced appropriately. In case of the Vienna applicator, the loading of the needles were kept at about 15-20% as compared to the tandem and the ring [21] . The dose volume constraints used for this plan were as follows: HR CTV: D 90 = 7.0 Gy, D 2cc of bladder ≤ 5.6 Gy and D 2cc of rectum and sigmoid ≤ 4.4 Gy. After optimization, the DVH and the dose distribution were analyzed. If the DVH parameters did not meet the required criteria, further changes were made to the dwell times and the DVH analysis was performed again until the best solution, meeting all the criteria, was achieved.
Inverse plans
Two inverse plans were completed: IPSA_woHS and IPSA_wHS. For IPSA_woHS, HS around tandem, ovoid/ring and needles were ignored during inverse optimization, whereas for IPSA_wHS they were taken into account. The dose volume objectives used for inverse plan are shown in Table 1 . All the plans were started with the dose volume objectives presented in the table. Based on the results of the previous plan, the objectives were changed by trial and error until an optimal plan was obtained. The dose volume constraints used for IPSA were similar to MOPT.
Plan evaluation
The DVH was calculated with the upper dose limit factor of 3 and 100,000 sampling points in the volume of interest. The dose volume parameters recommended by GEC ESTRO GYN were analyzed for comparison: V 100 (percentage of volume covering 100% of the dose), D 90 (dose to 90% of HR CTV), D 2cc and D 0.1cc (minimum dose to the most exposed 2 cc & 0.1 cc of bladder, rectum and sigmoid) [22] . For the evaluation of high dose region V 200 , the volume receiving 200% of the prescription dose was also evaluated. Dose to point-A and TRAK (Total Reference Air Kerma) were documented. Conformity index (COIN) was calculated using the following formula:
where V ptv,ref -target volume received by reference isodose line, V ptv -target volume , V ref -volume of the implant received by reference isodose line. The data was analyzed using paired sample t-test. The test was performed with a significance level of 5%.
Results
The isodose distribution of Vienna applicator of a representative patient for various plans is presented in Fig. 1 . Table 2 illustrates the dose volume parameters for the HR CTV and OARs. No significant variation was observed with dose volume parameters for HR CTV among the three plans. Similarly, IPSA did not offer significant improvement in sparing the OARs, as compared to MOPT, except for the bladder dose. The D 2cc bladder dose was significantly less in inverse plans as compared to MOPT plan (p = 0.001). The dose to rectum was within tolerance limits (3.9 ± 1.2 Gy) in MOPT, but an increased dose was observed in both inverse plans, though not significantly (0.26). It was observed that V 200 and V 400 was significantly high in both the IPSA plans as compared to MOPT, however in IPSA_wHS, reduced volume was observed and the p-value was towards non sig- nificance. Similarly, the TRAK was significantly lower in IPSA as compared to MOPT (p = 0.001), which may suggest that dose distribution from IPSA plans were customized to the individual tumour shape without maintaining the conventional pear shaped dose distribution as in case of MOPT. In terms of conformity, IPSA plans scores over MOPT plan, as IPSA plans were significantly conformal as compared to MOPT (p = 0.000).
T/O applicator

Vienna applicator
The dose volume parameters of HR CTV showed statistical significance in favour of IPSA as compared to MOPT (Table 3) . However, it is to be noted that in addition to a considerable improvement in D 90 and V 100 of HR CTV, the high dose regions V 200 and V 400 had also increased significantly in inverse plans as compared to MOPT plans. It is also worth noting that IPSA plans were more reproducible as compared to the MOPT plan, as the standard deviation of all the dose volume parameters of IPSA was smaller as compared to MOPT plans. TRAK and COIN showed statistical significance in favour of IPSA, which could be attributed to the individual adaptation of IPSA to tumour volume, as against standard loading pattern in case of MOPT (p = 0.001). However, amongst OARs, only the bladder dose was significantly improved with IPSA, as compared to the rectum and sigmoid. The dose volume parameters of both HR CTV and OARs between IPSA_woHS and IPSA_wHS were found insignificant for all the dose volume parameters and significant for the high dose regions, V 200 and V 400 .
Loading pattern and treatment time
For the T/O applicator, the ratio of dwell time of tandem to ovoid (T T/O ) was found to be 0.93 ± 0.2, 0.64 ± 0.15, 0.66 ± 0.17 for MOPT, IPSA_woHS and IPSA_wHS, respectively. For both the inverse plans, the ratio showed significant deviation as compared to MOPT plan. On the other hand, for the Vienna applicator, the ratio of dwell time of tandem to ring (T T/R ) was found to be 1.02 ± 0.15, 0.94 ± 0.1, 0.98 ± 0.08 for MOPT, IPSA_woHS and IPSA_wHS, respectively. However, the ratio of total time of needles to the tandem (T N/T % ) was found to be 14 ± 2.5, 53 ± 9, 22 ± 6 for MOPT, IPSA_woHS and IPSA_wHS, respectively (Table 4) , which implies that in IPSA_woHS the dwell time in needles were half of the dwell time in the tandem, while in MOPT the needles were loaded in 14% and in IPSA_wHS it was 22% of the dwell time of tandem. It was observed that IPSA_woHS had highest contribution from needles, while help structures in IPSA_wHS has significantly reduced the dwell time contribution from the needles (p = 0.000). It could be noted that the ratio T T/R is comparable with each other for the three plans for Vienna applicator, while in case of T/O applicator both IPSA plans showed significant variation as compared to MOPT, which may be attributed to the involvement of needles. It was observed that the contribution from the needles is highest in IPSA_woHS. Inclusion of the HS in the optimization reduced the contribution of dwell time of the needles in the IPSA_HS plan and was of the same order as the MOPT plan. During manual optimization it was considered that most of the dose came from the intracavitary Vienna applicator with the needles having very low loading only to cover the missing parts of the HR CTV, which was not possible to cover with the intracavitary alone [21] .
With respect to individual variation in dwell time for the T/O applicator, IPSA resulted in steep variation in the dwell time in the catheters, which resulted in-homogeneous plans, as compared to MOPT. It was also observed that in IPSA, the dwell time next to a critical structure was turned off completely, while long dwell times were noticed where no critical structures were present. 
Planning time
The planning time for MOPT plan was 15-20 minute, while planning time for IPSA was about 10 min. Changing the constraints and re-evaluating the dose volume parameters to arrive at an optimal plan was indeed a time consuming factor for IPSA plans as well. However, it took about 20 minutes to arrive at an optimal MOPT plan for a Vien- Table 3 . Dose volume parameters of HR CTV and OARs for Vienna applicator na applicator by an experienced physicist. Changing the individual dwell weights, manually dragging the isodose lines using a mouse and evaluation of dose volume parameters was a time consuming process during MOPT plans. Drawing of help structures was also found to be a time consuming process, although we did not quantify the time.
Discussion
In intracavitary brachytherapy, inverse planning is not a popular concept due to various factors. One is the reluctance to change from traditional practice, which produced excellent results as the pear shaped distribution has been used for decades and resulted in good clinical outcomes [1, 2] . Inverse planning in intracavitary brachytherapy is always seen with a doubt, due to different factors. The clinical implication of changing the standard loading pattern is not known. Similarly, the variation of dwell time across the catheters due to the absence of modulation restriction in certain algorithm was debated [16, 19, 20, 25] . Although, it has been concluded by a few investigators that IPSA produces superior dose distribution in terms of improved and highly conformal target coverage and reduced dose to OARs, it is still unclear whether the variation of dwell time across the catheters due to the absence of modulation restriction plays a role in toxicities. While this information is missing, it is still believed that pear shaped distribution should be maintained as far as possible. Chajon et al. have proposed defining help structures around the applicator to obtain homogenous dwell time distribution, and to overcome the problem of variation of dwell time while using IPSA, with GYN application [16] . However, the generation of such dummy structures would be time consuming in a busy clinical centre especially in case of IC + IS approach. Hence, we carried out a study to find out whether the help structures really did help in reducing the variation of dwell time as well as its impact on the dose volume parameters.
The results of the present study indicate that inverse plans in general, produced significant sparing of bladder while maintaining the HR CTV coverage. IPSA has not made any significant variation in the dose to rectum and sigmoid for both T/O and Vienna applicator. However, the high dose regions V200 and V400 were significantly higher in IPSA as compared to MOPT. It was found that high dose regions were significantly higher in IPSA_woHS than MOPT, which agrees with other investigators findings [16, 26] . Detailed analysis of each patient's planned isodose distribution showed that, in case of T/O applicator, the majority of high dose regions were found around the tandem and the ovoids. In most of the patients, high dose regions were also found next to a dwell position in which dwell weight was nearly zero to reduce its contribution to an OAR. It was observed that IPSA switches off certain dwell positions which are located close to posterior bladder and anterior rectal wall that is close to the applicator. However, the dwell weight next to such a dwell position would be very high to compensate for the missing region of HR CTV, that increases the localized hotspots. Inclusion of HS and a heavy penalty for HS during optimization had reduced the volume of the high dose region around the tandem and the ovoid significantly with reduction to the variation of the dwell time which would be discussed later. On the other hand, in case of Vienna applicator, the hot spots were found equally around the needles as that of tandem and ring. It was also found that the dwell weights of the tandem/ring and the needles were almost equal. In fact in few patients, where the tandem was close to the bladder and sigmoid, the dwell weights of the needles were higher as compared to tandem and ring. Here the dwell time near a sigmoid and the bladder was turned off, and the dwell weight of the needles was higher. In such cases, region of V200 and V400 was present around the needles as a continuous volume. When HS were included in the optimization with higher penalties for the HS of the needles, the high dose regions around the needles were reduced. The continuous volume of high dose region around the needle would break to form islands around the dwell positions. Further optimization with much heavier penalty to HS of the needles reduced the size of the hot spots around the needles. Although the volume of V200 and V400 was not higher in the case of Vienna applicator as compared to the T/O applicator, it was found that the spatial location of high dose regions was shifted towards the needles or distributed equally among the tandem, ring and the needles.
The ratio of T T/O and T T/R did not show any significant variation among the IPSA plans for both T/O and Vienna applicator. However, T N/T was as high as 53% for IPSA_ woHS, while it was 22% for IPSA_wHS. This may imply that the benefit of using the help structures during optimization is superior when the number of catheters is more than two/three catheters as compared to the T/O and T/R applicators. Hence, it may be considered that while using combined intracavitary and interstitial (IC + IS) approach, help structures may be used during optimization and need not be used with intracavitary application as the benefit is negligible both in terms of dosimetric parameters and dwell time. It is not very clear as to why, during the IC approach, the help structures are not as beneficial as with the IC + IS approach. However, it may be attributed to the number of degrees of freedom associated with the interstitial approach. Caution is therefore required while using IPSA in case of IC + IS approach, as it may lead to overloading of needles and variation of dwell time, especially in the needles. We found that this approach of drawing help structures in case of Vienna applicator is not very practical for routine clinical work, as it is a time consuming process.
In a recent publication, Trnkova et al. has compared HIPO and IPSA algorithm and concluded that HIPO optimization offers better dose distribution than IPSA, in terms of controlling the high dose regions, as HIPO employs dwell time gradient restriction [26] . It is still unclear, how this is going to translate clinically. However, recent clinical results justify the use of IPSA in the clinics [27] . Kim et al. had presented clinical outcomes of image-guided brachytherapy using IPSA high dose rate brachytherapy boost of 51 patients of cervical cancer with two year follow up. They concluded that IPSA HDR brachytherapy is well tolerated and achieves excellent local control of disease. Though, it should be noted that the study was based on IC and not IC + IS approach. The results of the current study also justify the use of IPSA in the clinics for T/O application. Nevertheless, extreme caution is required in controlling the high dose regions. The findings of the present study show that drawing of HS around the tandem, and ovoids help to reduce the hotspot around the catheters. The benefit of using the HS is more in Vienna applicator as compared to T/O applicator. However, in our experience, producing IPSA plans for Vienna applicator that generate a distribution, which does not deviate very much from the traditional shape is too labour intense and depends on the experience of the planner. Although it produces a similar dose volume parameters as compared to MOPT after optimization using HS, the high dose regions around the needles and the variation of the dwell time across the catheters makes it a nonviable solution in the daily clinical routine. On the other hand, in our experience, MOPT plans are much easier to produce, as we generally start with 85% loading to T/R and 15% to needles. The loading of the needles would be increased slowly based on the dose volume parameters of the HR CTV and the OARs. This way the planner is aware that the loading is comparable to traditional loading pattern and the contribution from the needles are just adequate enough to cover the missing lateral part of the HR CTV. In case of Vienna applicator, the clinical consequences of the presence of high dose regions especially around the needles are unknown since they were nonexistent in time tested traditional loading pattern and manual after loading.
In a recent publication comparing manual and inverse plans for intracavitary and interstitial applicator, it was concluded that IPSA overloaded the needles. The findings of the present study are in agreement with the results of Trnková et al. [26] . They further reported that HIPO was able to achieve a similar dose distribution compared to ma -nual planning with the restriction of high dose regions and reduced loading time of needles. This was possible due to the dwell time gradient restriction offered by HIPO. In the current study, HS were introduced to simulate the dwell time gradient restriction, and resulted in improved parameters with respect to high dose regions. Mavroidis et al. has carried out a radiobiological evaluation of the influence of dwell time modulation restriction in prostate brachytherapy using HIPO, and concluded that modulation restricted optimization gives on average similar results with the optimization without modulation restriction [20] . Optimization with modulation restriction gives only a minor improvement in the effectiveness of plans. While this is true for prostate brachytherapy, further investigation may be required for GYN brachytherapy, where traditionally, the high dose is restricted inside the uterus and may emphasize the need for further investigation of the clinical implication of modulation restriction.
Conclusions
IPSA plans were compared with manual plan for T/O and Vienna applicator and it was found that IPSA produced similar plans with respect to HR CTV coverage and sparing of OARs, but with higher volumes of high dose regions. IPSA also produced conformal plans as compared to MOPT. For T/O applicator, it was found that the use of HS did not make any impact in the dose volume parameters and in the loading time of tandem and ovoids, however in case of Vienna applicator, inclusion of HS in the optimization made a significant impact in the loading of needles and reduced the high dose regions around the needles. Without the HS, the treatment time in the needles was high, which was significantly reduced when HS were included.
